Background. A promising area of research is the analysis of multiplexed nuclear proteins on a per-cell basis, and correlating multi-protein-based cell phenotype statistics with clinical patterns. Many believe that capturing this information from individual tumor cells, rather than average values for proteins across tumor cell populations, as obtained in singly stained serial sections, may hold key information about disease state, and thus offer valuable information for diagnosis, prognosis and therapy selection.
Results. Results suggest that, if staining is performed carefully, independent and reliable measurement of individual nuclear proteins on a per-cell basis, in a multiplexed protocol, are possible. Additionally, the flow cytometry-like analysis can be used to reveal per-cell multi-parameter expression profiles; in particular percent double negativity, single positivity for each protein, and double positivity. This tissue cytometry-level detail about protein expression state may offer additional metrics upon which to base correlations with clinical patterns. 
Unmixing of Overlapping Chromogens Using Pure Component Spectra
• Images at different wavelengths • Assemble the images into a data "cube" • Spectrum at every (x,y) pixel Spectrum from nucleus with both hematoxylin and DAB Spectrum from membrane with just red stain Spectrum from stroma with just hematoxylin
Spectra of pure chromogens collected from single-stained sections
Eight example cores were selected that show the range of co-expressions detected in this TMA. CRi inForm analysis software was used to segment areas of tumor, segment individual cells within those areas, and extract spectrally unmixed signal for ER and ki67. Per-cell data from inForm was then analyzed in Matlab, to perform quadrant analysis. • Multi-parameter molecular assessments of cells in intact tissue sections can be performed, thus enabling 'flowon-a-slide' with conventional immunohistochemical stains.
• Per-cell co-expression can be detected, using spectrally unmixed signals in individual cells, without disaggregating the tissue, retaining tissue context and avoiding the averaging of signals from many cell types. This work was supported in part by NIH SBIR Grants R44CA088684 and R44CA130026
